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ABSTRACT
Routers in the network core are unable to maintain detailed
statistics for every packet; thus, traffic statistics are often
based on packet sampling, which reduces accuracy. Because
tracking large (“heavy-hitter”) traffic flows is important both
for pricing and for traffic engineering, much attention has
focused on maintaining accurate statistics for such flows, of-
ten at the expense of small-volume flows. Eradicating these
smaller flows makes it difficult to observe communication
structure, which is sometimes more important than main-
taining statistics about flow sizes.
This paper presents FlexSample, a sampling framework
that allows network operators to get the best of both worlds:
For a fixed sampling budget, FlexSample can capture signif-
icantly more small-volume flows for only a small increase in
relative error of large traffic flows. FlexSample uses a fast,
lightweight counter array that provides a coarse estimate of
the size (“class”) of each traffic flow; a router then can sam-
ple at different rates according to the class of the traffic using
any existing sampling strategy. Given a fixed sampling rate
and a target fraction of sampled packets to allocate across
traffic classes, FlexSample computes packet sampling rates
for each class that achieve these allocations online. Through
analysis and trace-based experiments, we find that FlexSam-
ple captures at least 50% more mouse flows than strategies
that do not perform class-dependent packet sampling. We
also show how FlexSample can be used to capture unique
flows for specific applications.
1. Introduction
Monitoring high-speed network links has traditionally fo-
cused on maintaining accurate statistics for large-volume
flows, which are useful for billing and traffic engineering.
Routers in the network core face strict resource constraints
when collecting traffic statistics on networks with high-
speed links. Thus, these routers must aggressively sam-
ple packets, potentially throwing away a large amount of
information. Much work has focused on recovering accu-
rate statistics for large traffic flows (“heavy hitters” or “ele-
phants”), but almost no attention has been devoted to recov-
ering low-volume flows (“mice”). As the needs of operators
evolve, it is becoming clear that focusing on capturing statis-
tics about low-volume flows can be useful for traffic classi-
fication, application identification, forensics, and detection
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of low-volume threats (e.g., botnets). Many of these moni-
toring applications do not require accurately tracking traffic
volumes, but rather traffic structure [17].
Recovering the structure of network flows, which we call
the communication graph, (i.e., “Who is talking to whom?”)
can be useful for detecting application traffic from flow
statistics alone. Unfortunately, conventional random sam-
pling (e.g., [16, 23]) captures packets primarily from large
traffic flows, and existing extensions to conventional sam-
pling focus on recovering accurate statistics for the relatively
small number of heavy hitters. Recovering the communi-
cation graph, however, requires collecting as many unique
flows as possible, and existing schemes are not equipped
to do this. Collecting these edges while maintaining a low
overall uniform sampling rate is difficult: naı̈ve coupon col-
lection requires O(n log n) trials to recover packets from n
flows.
Sampling must become more flexible as the needs of net-
work operators diversify. This paper presents a new traffic
monitoring framework, FlexSample, that allows network op-
erators to get the best of both worlds: It allows operators to
capture disproportionately more small flows—likely enough
for identification and classification of traffic flows based on
the structure of the traffic—for a moderate tradeoff in the rel-
ative accuracy of flow size estimates on the captured flows.
1.1 Main Idea: A Two-Stage Approach
The intuition behind FlexSample is quite simple: It uses
a fast, coarse-grained counter (or classifier) that can main-
tain statistics for every packet to assist traffic monitoring
techniques that are more resource constrained. In other
words, the classifier provides hints about interesting traffic
that should be monitored more closely. In this paper, we
apply FlexSample to achieve a specific goal: capturing the
structure of network traffic as completely as possible.
As shown in Figure 1, FlexSample comprises two distinct
stages: complete (but coarse) counting and selective (but de-
tailed) sampling. Prior to running FlexSample, an operator
specifies the fraction of packets to be captured from each size
range of a traffic distribution (e.g., 1/3 of sampled packets
should come from “elephant” flows and the rest should come
from “mouse” flows). For a given sampling “budget”, an op-
erator might choose to allocate more of this budget to mice
to capture more of the communication graph for a modest in-
crease in flow size estimation error. For example, an router
could disproportionately sample low-volume flows, which
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Figure 1: FlexSample vs. conventional sampling. Ei andMi represent
elephant and mouse packets, respectively.
As packets arrive, a lightweight counter classifies the
packet according to an estimate of the size of the flow to
which the packet belongs. The router then samples the
packet with a probability that depends on the estimated class
of the corresponding flow (e.g., whether the packet belongs
to a mouse flow or an elephant flow). FlexSample allows an
operator to adjust the relative proportions of the sampling
budget. To achieve these desired proportions, FlexSam-
ple computes and adapts the corresponding sampling proba-
bilities for each class online.
1.2 Challenges
Allocating different sampling “budgets” to different
classes presents several practical challenges both for count-
ing and for sampling. The main goal for the sampling com-
ponent is achieving the correct fraction of sampled pack-
ets for each class of traffic. Achieving this goal is diffi-
cult because neither the size of the flow to which each ar-
riving packet belongs nor the traffic flow size distribution
are known a priori. More subtly, achieving target propor-
tions for each class requires working backwards to derive
the appropriate sampling rates for each packet. To solve this
problem, FlexSample computes rough initial sampling rates
based on the target proportions and iteratively refines them;
we find that this iterative refinement quickly converges to the
correct sampling rates.
The counting component aims to accurately estimate the
class of flow to which a particular packet belongs (e.g.,
whether a flow is a mouse or an elephant), which is difficult
to know a priori. To perform this classification in the face of
dynamic traffic conditions (i.e., as flows arrive and become
inactive), FlexSample uses an array of n statistics counters,
rather than a single counter. At any given time, n − 1 coun-
ters are “warmed” and one counter is used for classification;
the algorithm then cycles through the counters periodically,
resetting each counter after it is used for classification. The
number of counters in the array and the duration that each
counter is used before rotation can be optimized according
to flow arrival and departure characteristics.
1.3 Contributions
This paper makes the following contributions.
1. We explain the value of detecting small-volume traf-
fic flows for two important classes of network man-
agement tasks—network security and application iden-
tification and classification—and quantify the extent
to which existing sampling techniques fail to capture
these flows.
2. We present a new framework for traffic sampling that
offers significantly more flexibility in how sampling
resources can be allocated across a traffic flow distri-
bution. FlexSample is tunable with a few simple pa-
rameters: conventional random sampling corresponds
to a specific setting of this parameter, but an operator
can adjust this parameter to focus on a particular range
of flow sizes (e.g., capturing more unique “mice” vs.
capturing more traffic from “elephants”).
3. We provide a theoretical and empirical analysis of
this framework, which demonstrates that significantly
more flows can be captured for a relatively moder-
ate decrease in the relative accuracy of estimates of
the flow volumes. In particular, certain parameter set-
tings of our algorithm allow for an accurate reconstruc-
tion of the network communication graph by capturing
more low-volume flows than is possible with any ex-
isting technique.
FlexSample’s general approach presents many possibili-
ties for future work in high-speed traffic monitoring. In-
deed, the main contribution of this paper is not to improve
counting or sampling techniques, but rather to demonstrate
how counter architectures and sampling algorithms can be
used together to provide a more flexible traffic sampling
framework. Our experiments incorporate a simple counter
(a Counting Bloom Filter) and packet sampling scheme (ran-
dom sampling), but our framework is general: It could incor-
porate any counter architecture and any sampling approach;
for example, it could leverage the large body of previous
work in algorithms for statistics counters [21, 25] and traffic
sampling [10, 11].
Paper outline. Section 2 presents motivating scenarios
for monitoring application structure on high-speed links.
Section 3 presents an overview of the large body of related
work in statistics counters and traffic sampling algorithms,
much of which we believe the general FlexSample frame-
work can leverage. Section 4 presents the FlexSample al-
gorithm. Section 5 presents an analytical evaluation of
FlexSample in terms of the unique flows it captures ver-
sus the relative error incurred in flow size estimation. Sec-
tion 6 discusses implementation details and practical feasi-
bility. Section 7 presents our evaluation of FlexSample on
traffic traces from several operational networks. Section 8
describes how FlexSample can be extended both to more
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than two traffic classes and for application-specific monitor-
ing. Section 9 concludes.
2. Why Monitor Communication Structure?
Traffic monitoring has traditionally focused on the ability
to monitor and track high-volume traffic flows; historically,
this capability has been useful for many network operations
tasks such as accounting [6, 8], monitoring for denial-of-
service attacks [1, 2], etc. However, we believe that traf-
fic monitoring applications require an increasing amount of
flexibility, and the ability to track communication structure,
as well as volume, is becoming increasingly important. In
this section, we present two motivating scenarios for moni-
toring communication structure.
2.1 Tracking Threats
Communication networks have recently begun to see new
types of unwanted traffic and other unconventional threats.
Botnets are perhaps one of the most significant developing
threats. Botnets (networks of compromised hosts under the
control of a single entity) have been used to perpetrate denial
of service (DoS) attacks, for spamming, and for other nefar-
ious activities such as click fraud. Botnets are often con-
trolled by a single “command and control” host, which com-
promised “bots”, or machines, contact for further instruc-
tions. The control channel over which bots exchange mes-
sages with the command-and-control has historically been
Internet Relay Chat (IRC), but variants may use other ports.
The ability to observe more of a botnet’s communication
structure could reveal the identities both of the command-
and-control and of the bots themselves. In Section 7, we
demonstrate the extent to which naı̈ve sampling strategies
fail to capture such command-and-control structure and how
FlexSample can more effectively recover this structure.
2.2 Traffic Classification
Monitoring communication structure may allow operators
to classify application traffic based solely on these patterns,
rather than having to rely on other potentially less indicative
features (e.g., the port number of the traffic flow). In their
work on BLINC [17], Karagiannis et al. highlighted the
importance and potential of such an approach: Fast, port-
independent traffic classification can assist network opera-
tors with capacity planning and network design. It can also
help operators monitor traffic trends for various applications
in operational networks and distinguish various types of ap-
plication traffic (e.g., Web, peer-to-peer, streaming, attack)
without looking at port numbers. This classification is most
effective when the traffic being observed comprises a large
number of source-destination pairs (i.e., on a backbone link
or links, rather than at the edge of the network), but traffic
sampling can make this classification difficult.
2.3 Goal: Recovering Communication
Structure from Sampled Traffic
Despite its potential, monitoring communication structure
requires an expansive network perspective: The ability to
monitor traffic at a location that is traversed by a large num-
ber of source-destination pairs (i.e., a large backbone net-
work). Unfortunately, these locations typically see immense
volumes of traffic, thus preventing monitoring schemes from
examining every packet. Because traffic flow sizes have a
non-uniform distribution, uniform sampling will not recover
traffic structure from Internet traffic. Our goal is to design a
framework that intelligently reallocates a fixed sampling rate
across flows to more effectively recover this structure.
3. Related Work
FlexSample draws on a large body of previous work in
statistics counters and traffic sampling. Rather than con-
tributing a new statistics counter or traffic sampling algo-
rithm, FlexSample explores how lightweight statistics coun-
ters can better inform traffic sampling, given a fixed sam-
pling constraint, to recover traffic structure. Though, in this
paper, we implement FlexSample with a simple counter and
naı̈ve uniform sampling, the framework could potentially
incorporate any of the statistics counters or sampling algo-
rithms discussed below.
Traffic monitoring on high-speed links is typically per-
formed with flow monitoring such as Cisco’s NetFlow [23],
Juniper traffic sampling [16], or InMon sFlow [15]. Because
these techniques incur both high processing and collection
overhead, routers must typically employ packet sampling on
high-speed links. Packet sampling maintains statistics based
on a sample of all packets that traverse the link; exported
summaries about flows reflect the statistics of the sampled
traffic. Traffic sampling inspects every nth packet—either
deterministically or at random—using a configurable sam-
pling technique, and continuously records statistics asso-
ciated with the sampled packet’s header in a local router
cache until either a configured timeout value is reached or
the cache is full, at which point the cache is flushed to a col-
lector.
Stratified sampling divides traffic into equal-length strata
and selects packets randomly from within the strata at a par-
ticular sampling rate [32]; this approach resembles FlexSam-
ple’s division of sampling by epoch.
3.1 Size-Based Sampling
Size-dependent sampling has been proposed in two related
contexts before: flow sampling and packet sampling. Size-
dependent flow sampling deals with storage constraints on
routers in cases where only a certain fraction of flow records
can be retained; in this context, Duffield et al. proposed to
sample and retain flow records with probability related to the
original flow [7, 8]. Flow sampling—an offline decision as
to whether an existing flow record should be stored—is fun-
damentally different from the online decision that FlexSam-
ple must make about whether to sample a packet.
The most closely related work to FlexSample is that of
Kumar et al., who propose using sketches to perform size-
dependent packet sampling [20]. This approach, sketch-
guided sampling, samples packets with a probability distri-
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bution that depends on a the size of the flow to which the
packet belongs. This work develops a general theory for how
such sketches might be constructed and serves as the basis
for the high-level FlexSample design. However, this previ-
ous work does not focus on capturing mouse flows, which
is our primary goal in this work. Sketch-guided sampling
focuses on a different class of problems (e.g., tracking ele-
phants, accounting, etc.), does not provide tunable parame-
ters for capturing traffic flows in discrete size ranges or traf-
fic classes, and does not consider traffic dynamics (i.e., the
fact that traffic distributions can change over time).
3.2 Inference and Tracking
Inference of traffic statistics. Previous work has de-
vised methods to recover traffic statistics from sampled flow
records with much success. Claffy et al. studied vari-
ous sampling techniques at both packet-based or time-based
granularities [5]. Others have attempted to improve sam-
pling accuracy for estimating “heavy hitters”, flow size dis-
tributions, traffic matrices, or packet flow arrivals for ac-
counting, traffic engineering, or provisioning [4, 6, 9, 11,
13, 18, 19, 31]. Many of these techniques adapt the sam-
pling rate to changes in flow characteristics, or attempt a
different sampling strategy altogether; these techniques are
chiefly concerned with drawing inferences about flow sizes
or flow size distributions from sampled traffic statistics. In
contrast, FlexSample uses a statistics counter to control the
sampling process itself to solve a different class of problems
(i.e., recovery of traffic structure).
Application tracking and anomaly detection. Sampled
traffic statistics have also been used to help operators de-
tect malicious traffic [1, 2, 29], and many previous studies
have demonstrated the utility of using sampled flow statistics
for detecting high-volume attacks and malicious traffic [1, 9,
14]. However, more recent work has demonstrated that con-
ventional sampling techniques can obscure statistics needed
to detect traffic anomalies [3] or execute certain anomaly de-
tection algorithms [22]. Previous traffic classification stud-
ies have used network communication structure to identify
attack traffic [17, 29]. FlexSample can further assist opera-
tors with these tasks by allowing them to focus on specific
flow size ranges (e.g., mouse flows).
4. FlexSample
This section presents the FlexSample algorithm. We begin
with an overview of FlexSample and a discussion of the chal-
lenges associated with the basic scheme (Section 4.1). We
then present a detailed analysis of each of these problems
and our approach to solving them (Section 4.2). Section 4.3
presents the algorithm itself, and Section 4.4 describes its
properties. We defer discussions on the implementation of
FlexSample, feasibility of using FlexSample on commod-
ity routers, and enhancements to the basic FlexSample ap-
proach, to Sections 6.1, 6.2, and 8 respectively.
4.1 Algorithm Overview
At a high-level, FlexSample proceeds in two stages.
1. Size estimation (Counting). For each packet, obtain
an approximate size for the flow it belongs to, using
a lightweight counter that only considers fixed fields
in the network and transport headers (e.g., the packet’s
{source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port,
protocol} 5-tuple).
2. Sampling. Sample the packet at a probability based
on its flow size estimate. FlexSample allows an op-
erator to specify the proportions of the sampling bud-
get to allocate to each flow-size range (also referred
to as a “flow-size bin”, “bin”, or a “sampling class”).
FlexSample then computes and adapts the correspond-
ing sampling probabilities for each class online to
achieve these proportions.
Simple as this approach appears on the surface, a closer in-
spection brings the following challenging questions to bear:
C1 How can the counter be architected to be fast, memory-
efficient, and accurate?
C2 How can the counter combat pollution of flow size es-
timates due to the presence of long-inactive flows?
C3 How can the traffic percentages for each flow-size bin
(e.g., the percentage of all traffic for flows that con-
tain between 5 and 10 packets) be predicted a priori,
and how can these be used to compute packet sampling
probabilities?
The next section addresses each of these challenges.
4.2 Challenges for Flexible Sampling
C1: A fast, accurate counter architecture. The FlexSam-
ple counter is an array of Counting Bloom Filters (CBFs).
Each CBF is keyed by flow-unique identifiers in a packet
and maintains approximate statistics on the size of each
flow. CBFs [12] are widely used as approximate-matching
memory-efficient data structures that support both insertion
and removal. Well-understood derivations exist for calculat-
ing the number of entries required given the memory avail-
able and a target error rate. Section 6.1 explains the CBF
parameters we chose; in that section, we also show that even
if this counter cannot afford to sample every packet, it can,
with high probability, still correctly classify flows.
C2: Aging inactive flows. To ensure that the counter values
accurately represent flow sizes, we build an array of CBFs
(“CBFArray”), rather than using a single CBF. As Figure 2
shows, the CBFs in the CBFArray are used in a staggered
fashion. The flow-key for a new packet is inserted into ev-
ery CBF; an entry is created if one did not previously ex-
ist; otherwise, the counts are incremented. Only the oldest
CBF is used to classify flows. After one epoch (which can
be defined in terms of time or packets seen), we clear the
CBF currently being used and begin using the next CBF in
the array. This process allows FlexSample to efficiently and
gracefully age inactive flows without requiring a timer.
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1. Every packet updates all CBFs
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Figure 2: Staggered Usage of CBFs in the CBFArray. Shaded regions
indicates the extent to which a CBF has been “warmed” with inser-
tions/updations. The CBF with the longest history is used for lookups
at any time.


















Figure 3: The total number of packets sampled for each class of flow
is reasonably stable across epochs, which implies that future sampling
probabilities can be based on historical observations. It also implies
that our analysis for approximating the total number of unique flows
captured can assume constant values of γm and γe for the entire trace
duration. (For this experiment, T = 50.)
C3: Estimating future traffic percentages, and calculat-
ing per-bin sampling probabilities. Since the CBFArray
already keeps counts for flows, estimating the current frac-
tion of traffic for each bin is straightforward. With a few ad-
ditional counters, one can maintain the fractions in real-time
without requiring extra lookups on the CBFArray. However,
FlexSample requires an estimate for the future fraction of
traffic from a flow-size bin, fi; to compute this estimate,
FlexSample uses an Exponential Weighted Moving Average
(EWMA) on current and past estimates of traffic fractions,
giving higher weight to the latest estimates. Our analysis of
the variation in traffic fractions, presented in Figure 3, af-
firms our choice of using historical information to predict
future fractions of traffic.
4.3 Algorithm Details
Figure 4 shows the FlexSample algorithm in detail; Ta-
ble 1 defines notation. First, the operator provides: The
fraction of sampling budget to allocate for each class, αm
and αe, and a flow size threshold, T , which indicates the
demarcation between mouse and elephant flows. For in-
stance, setting αm = 0.5 and T = 10 indicates that the
operator wants 50% of sampled packets to be allocated to
mouse flows, and every flow smaller than 10 packets to be
Variable Definition
T The flow-size threshold separating an elephant from a mouse.
s The sampling rate for naı̈ve random sampling.
αm The fraction of mice the operator wishes to obtain in the final
sampled output.
αe The fraction of elephants the operator wishes to obtain in the
final sampled output.
fm The fraction of traffic estimated to be mice.
fe The fraction of traffic estimated to be elephants.
γm The instantaneous sampling probability for the mouse class.
γe The instantaneous sampling probability for the elephant class.
Table 1: Summary of notation.
considered a mouse. An appropriate setting for T depends
on the actual traffic flow size distribution; knowledge of this
distribution makes it easier to set a value of T that suits an
operator’s objectives, but we find in Section 7 that FlexSam-
ple performs well for a wide variety of settings. Given these
parameters, FlexSample must compute initial instantaneous
sampling rates for each flow-size bin, γm and γe; these val-
ues are initially set as shown in Figure 4.
Next, as packets arrive, FlexSample uses flow size esti-
mates provided by a counting bloom filter array (CBFArray)
to continually reallocate its fixed sampling budget (i.e., sam-
ple, on average, no more than one out of every N packets) to
regions of the flow-size distribution that a network operator
is most interested in.
The CBFArray supports two functions: (1) ESTIMATE-
FLOWSIZE, which accepts a key that uniquely identifies a
flow and returns the CBFArray’s appraisal of the number
of packets it has witnessed from that flow; and (2) ESTI-
MATEFRACTION, which, given a sampling class, returns an
estimate of the fraction of prior traffic that falls within that
class. Ideally, we require an estimate of future traffic; we use
an Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA), with
higher weight (75%) to the latest estimate of traffic fractions.
Both functions are constant-time operations that require at
most one lookup or computation. For now, we assume that
the CBFArray returns a reasonably accurate estimate (i.e.,
has infinite storage, and automatically ages out stale flows);
Section 6.1 discusses the practical considerations in imple-
menting the CBFArray.
Finally, FlexSample updates its instantaneous sampling
rates for each class of flow, based on its estimates of how
many packets of each type were captured in the previous
epoch. Once αm, αe, T , and the original sampling rate
s are configured, FlexSample calculates the instantaneous
sampling probabilities (γm and γe for mice and elephants,







where fm is the instantaneous estimate of the fraction of
mouse traffic, and fe is the instantaneous estimate of the
fraction of elephant traffic. FlexSample computes fm and fe
using the counters in the CBFArray and updates them when-
ever a mouse or elephant packet is looked up. Appendix A
describes the algorithm that FlexSample uses to calculate fm
and fe “on the fly”.
The appropriate settings for T depend on both the flow
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class COUNTINGBLOOMFILTERARRAY:
var Array of Counting Bloom Filters
function ESTIMATEFLOWSIZE(packet p):
return the count of packets for the flow p belongs to
endfunction
function ESTIMATEFRACTION(sampling “class” S):
return the sampling “class”
(i.e., whether Elephant or Mouse) of p
endfunction
function UPDATE(packet p):







Original Sampling Rate; s
Sought fractions of Mice and Elephants
in sampled traffic; αm, αe
Output:
Sampled Elephant Packets; E
Sampled Mouse Packets; M
Algorithm:
CBF := new COUNTINGBLOOMFILTERARRAY
// Initially assume equal traffic fractions for both bins
let γm := 2αms; γe := 2αes
for each packet p from stream P :
// Query the CBF to estimate this flow’s class
let c := CBF .ESTIMATEFLOWSIZE(p)
// Sample the packet according to its class
if c < T ; then
sample p with probability γm into M
// Re-estimate the fraction of mice packets in P
let fm := CBF .ESTIMATEFRACTION(‘MICE’);
else
sample p with probability γe into E
// Re-estimate the fraction of elephant packets in P
let fe := CBF .ESTIMATEFRACTION(‘ELEPHANT’)
end if







// Update CBF with current packet’s information
CBF .UPDATE(p)
end for
Figure 4: Definitions of the COUNTINGBLOOMFILTERARRAY structure
and the FLEXSAMPLE procedure.
size distribution and the packet arrival rate (Refer to the
Section 5 for a discussion about tuning αm). Without any
knowledge of the flow size distribution or arrival process,
the best setting of T is the sample mean for a single epoch:
the setting of T for the entire distribution, divided by the
number of epochs in the trace for which the distribution was
measured. However, if flow arrivals are bursty (as is often
the case with wide-area traffic [24], as well as the traces we
use in our evaluation), then flows tend to be contained within
one or two epochs, and the best setting of T is the desired
setting of T for the distribution over the entire trace.
4.4 Properties
FlexSample has the following properties, which we will
explain further in Sections 5 and 7.
Property 1 FlexSample neither underflows nor overflows
the sampling budget.
If αm + αe = 1, the expected number of packets sampled
at steady state is equal to the number of packets sampled by
uniform random sampling at rate s.
Property 2 For appropriate settings of α and T , FlexSam-
ple captures more unique flows without substantially in-
creasing the relative error for flow size estimation.
FlexSample offers provable bounds on the error introduced
due to reduction of sampling budget for large flows. We dis-
cuss these bounds in Section 5 and show that they hold in
our empirical evaluation in Section 7. Our results in Sec-
tion 7 also show that FlexSample can also be used to recover
specific traffic structures, such as botnet “command and con-
trol” traffic.
Property 3 FlexSample automatically adjusts instanta-
neous sampling probabilities to satisfy post facto per-bin
packet ratios.
The per-bin sampling probabilities γm and γe react to
changes in traffic distribution (reflected in values of fm and
fe), and readjust to meet each bin’s overall sampling budget.
Property 4 FlexSample can be extended to support multiple
sampling classes.
As we show in Section 8, FlexSample can be extended to
any number of sampling classes with different target require-
ments (i.e., α values) for each class, simultaneously meeting
the individual per-bin budgets as well as the overall budget.
As in the 2-bin case, FlexSample adjusts the instantaneous
sampling probabilities (i.e., γ values) for each bin on the fly.
5. Inferring Properties of Original Traffic
Operators use statistics from sampled flows to estimate
characteristics of the original traffic. Extrapolating from
samples incurs error. In our work, we consider two types
of error incurred by FlexSample: 1) the number of unique
flows, and 2) the size of each flow. (Conventional sampling
schemes are typically concerned with only the latter, but be-
cause we are also interested in recovering network structure.)
In this section, we derive analytical expressions for each type
of error incurred by FlexSample. These expressions can help
an operator understand both how complete the graph repre-
senting traffic structure is (i.e., how many flows are missing
from the trace) and the accuracy of the flow size estimates.
5.1 Determining Fraction of Unique Flows
Recovering communication structure requires capturing as
many unique flows as possible. We define a flow as the
communication between a pair of hosts represented by the
5-tuple {source IP address, source port number, destination
IP address, destination port number and protocol}. In this
section, we show that FlexSample can capture more unique
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flows than naı̈ve sampling (this analysis is also supported by
our experiments in Section 7). We also present basic guide-
lines for tuning FlexSample’s parameters to sample a certain
fraction of unique flows.
Naı̈ve sampling samples each packet with constant prob-
ability. In this case, determining the expected number of
unique flows captured is straightforward. Let:
s = Sampling probability
F (r) = Number of packets in flow r
R = Set of all flows
Rmouse = Set of all mouse flows
Relephant = Set of all elephant flows
U = Number of unique flows in the actual trace
The probability that at least one packet from flow r is sam-
pled is: P (r) = [1 − (1 − s)F (r)]. Given a list of flows
and the flow size distribution, it is easy to determine the
expected number of unique flows sampled. Let Û represent
the number of flows actually sampled by a particular




1 flow × P (r) =
∑
r∈R
[1 − (1 − s)F (r)]
Lower sampling probabilities imply that a smaller number
of unique flows are captured. The nonlinearity in the relation
between Û and F (r) indicates that a mouse flow with few
packets is highly unlikely to be sampled, a characteristic that
is unfortunate for capturing network structure.
In contrast, FlexSample classifies each packet based on the
estimated bin k of its corresponding flow and applies simple
random sampling at a corresponding probability pk. In the
two-bin case, each packet belonging to a mouse flow is sam-
pled at a uniform probability of γm, and an elephant packet
is sampled at γe. As mentioned in Section 4, these sampling
probabilities are recomputed online in every epoch to react
to changes in the traffic distribution and can potentially vary.
Let us assume that mouse flows are sampled with constant
probability throughout the entire trace. Figure 3 shows that
the total number of packets (“bin size”) for mice and ele-
phants is fairly constant across epochs. This characteristic
implies that γe and γm will not vary too greatly between
epochs, so this assumption is reasonable for the purposes of
our analysis.
This assumption allows us to show that FlexSample cap-
tures more unique flows than naı̈ve sampling. The ex-
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γe(F (r) − T ) + γmT
γmF (r)
Figure 5: Illustration of two-bin FlexSample and the flow size estima-
tion during a particular time window. bF (r) represents the estimated
flow size distribution, while F(r) represents the original flow. Note that
the two distributions are in log-scale.
Comparing these two expressions shows that the first term
in ÛFlexSample is greater than the first term in ÛNaı̈ve when
value of αm be greater than fm. Furthermore, the second
term in the expression typically tends to 1, regardless of the
value of the elephant sampling rate. This is because the F (r)
for all elephant flows is at least over the threshold value T ,
thereby causing the value (1 − γe)
F (r) to be very small and
ensuring that each elephant flow is sampled at least once1.
Decreasing the threshold T can potentially lead to a decrease
in the number of elephant flows sampled. However, this
decrease in the number of unique elephant flows captured
is more than compensated by an increase in the number of
unique mouse flows captured. Thus, as long as the value
of αm is chosen appropriately, FlexSample captures more
number of unique flows than naı̈ve sampling. Accordingly,
we recommend the following rule of thumb: Select an αm
that is greater than the fraction of mouse packets in the over-
all trace.
5.2 Recovering Flow Size Estimates
FlexSample generates sampled flow records, along with
the instantaneous sampling probability each flow was sub-
ject to. Based on this value, we can compute an estimate of
the actual flow size and then compute the relative estimation
error. We define: (1) estimation error: the difference be-
tween the actual number of packets present in the trace and
the estimated flow size, and (2) relative estimation error: the
estimation error normalized over the actual flow size.
Estimating flow size is challenging because the sampling
parameters vary across different epochs. To determine the
total flow size estimate, we must compute the flow size es-
timate per epoch and sum these over the entire trace. Af-
ter classifying which bin k a particular flow belongs to,
FlexSample samples a packet that flow at some probability
pk. If FlexSample samples ni(r) packets of a particular flow







1For example, for a γe value of 0.01, any flow with more than 458 packets
will be sampled with probability 0.99.
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Figure 5 illustrates the flow size estimation process asso-
ciated with FlexSample. F̂ (r) represents the estimated flow
size distribution and F (r) represents the original flow. Note
that there are cases when a flow is never sampled; these cases
yield an estimated flow size of zero. We consider such cases
to be an error both in the number of unique flows sampled
and in the flow size estimate.
The sampling probability F̂i(r) is not a single constant
factor: rather, it depends on the type of the flow (mouse
or elephant in the case of a 2-bin sampling scheme), which
in turn depends on the information in the classifier and the
threshold value T . Thus, for a 2-bin sampling process, we















If a flow becomes an elephant flow during the course of an
epoch, FlexSample must handle this case carefully so that an
operator can later determine which packets were sampled at
rate γm and which were sampled at γe. To handle this tran-
sition, FlexSample logs the sampling rate of each bin during
each epoch. An operator can later determine the number of
packets in each bin and sum up the estimate for each bin.









Logging this information enables an operator to compute the
flow size estimate without much concern for the type of the
flow and other epoch-specific information. The flow size






Sampling rate of pkt j in epoch i

In a similar manner, we can compute the estimation error
per epoch and then add these errors to determine the over-
all estimation error for the flow. Estimation error Ei(r) can
be expressed as Fi(r) − F̂i(r), which depends on the num-
ber of packets sampled during each epoch. Let X(r) =
{X1(r), X2(r), ...Xi(r), ...} be the random process repre-
senting the number of packets of flow r sampled during each
epoch i. For each flow r, the probability that we sample
ni(r) packets is given by a binomial distribution. This prob-
ability is given as follows:







k (1 − pk)
Fi(r)−ni(r)
The expected value for the flow size estimation error Ēi(r)








P (Xi(r) = ni(r)) × F̂i(r)
≈ Rounding error
Thus, the estimation error follows a binomial distribution
with mean in the range [0, 1), because of the inherent round-
ing error. This also indicates that FlexSample will be able
to offer acceptable estimates of the traffic by keeping track
of the instantaneous sampling rates. We recommend setting
the value of αm in the range of (0, 1), because setting αm to
0 or 1 can cause one of the traffic classes to be completely
ignored in the sampling process (causing higher estimation
error).
Over a certain time interval ∆ when a flow r is active, the
overall estimation error E(r) is E(r) =
∑∆
i=0 Ei(r) and
the overall relative estimation error in flow size is RE(r) =
E(r)
F (r) . Figure 5 shows certain mouse flows for which the es-
timation error, and therefore the relative estimation error, is
a large negative value, which can happen when the flow size
estimate computed from the sampled packets is significantly
bigger than the original flow size. Such overestimation can
sometimes be problematic for traffic engineering or provi-
sioning.
Much of the discussion in this section has focused on im-
proving detection and estimation of individual flows. When
an operator wants to estimate the overall traffic volume (for
traffic engineering and resource provisioning), a more rele-
vant metric is the relative estimation error in volume, or the
relative estimation error in the total trace, which can be ex-
pressed as:
Rel. est. error in volume =
∑
r∈R F (r) − F̂ (r)∑
r∈R F (r)
6. Implementation
In this section, we describe the implementation of
FlexSample (Section 6.1), and discuss the feasibility of im-
plementing FlexSample in router hardware (Section 6.2).
6.1 Counter Implementation
We implemented FlexSample in approximately 1,000
lines of C++ code. The chief design choices concern the
implementation of the counter. We use a staggered array of
Counting Bloom Filters (CBFArray) for counting the num-
ber of packets in each flow for a particular time interval.
CBFArray Implementation. The CBFArray trades off
space (due to redundancy in entries: there exist multiple
copies of the same key among the elements in the CBFArray
because we perform inserts to all CBFs in the array) for effi-
ciency. Staggering multiple arrays and periodically rotating
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them expires inactive flows without requiring timers. We be-
lieve that this approach is more efficient than a timer-based
approach. First, timer interrupts over 100KHz can poten-
tially result in up to 45% overhead for the processor merely
in responding to interrupts [28]. Second, one timer would
be required for each entry in the counter; therefore, timer
updates must access every element in the counter.
In contrast, the staggered configuration of CBFs with pe-
riodic rotation ensures that no flow that has been inactive
for a rotation through the array will exist in the counter.
Careful choice of the number of CBFs and the CBF rotation
condition (i.e., a time interval or witnessing a certain num-
ber of packets) can provide reasonably accurate emulation
of timer expiry without its concomitant overhead. Rotation
based on number of packets seen is easier to implement and
can never overshoot the target number of CBF entries (be-
cause the CBF will always be rotated after a fixed number of
packets) even at very high packet rates (e.g., a DoS attack);
therefore, we use this scheme in our implementation.
Using the target CBF error rate and total SRAM available
on the system, we can compute the overall number of en-
tries the CBFArray can accommodate using standard Bloom
Filter calculations [12]. The actual number of CBFs used de-
pends on the traffic distribution: A trace dominated by short
or medium-sized flows may use a larger number of CBFs
(with more frequent rotation, to quickly expire flows that
become inactive), while a trace containing mostly long-lived
large-volume flows should use fewer CBFs to save memory.
Our implementation (which we use for our evaluation in
Sections 7 and Section 8) used a CBFArray with 4 CBFs,
each of which accommodates 100,000 entries with 0.01 error
rate. Each entry in the CBF is a 1-byte counter, and the
largest memory footprint for this structure (measured by the
maximum resident set size of the program) was 5,156 KB.
Hashing. FlexSample computes hashes over its flow-
specific fields, which are in turn used for the CBF lookup
and updation. We call the ratio of the number of packets
hashed to the total number of packets seen as the hashing
rate k. For the classification to yield meaningful informa-
tion, k ≫ s (the sampling rate) 2; k = 1 in our experi-
ments. Fast hashes over well-defined bytes of a packet can
be performed at very high speeds [30] (making hashing ev-
ery packet practically feasible), but even if the counter can-
not examine every packet, we argue that the classifier should
still perform well.
Claim 1 With high probability, a counter with a hashing
rate of k < 1 will not misclassify elephants as mice (or vice
versa).
Proof Sketch. Let flows with size greater than or equal to Te
be called elephants and those less than Tm, mice. Te ≥ Tm.
Let the observed arrival rate for elephants be µ, and that for
mice be µ − 2δ for some δ > 0.
2Note that if k < 1, the packets that get looked up must be sampled at an
overall rate of s/k to maintain the total sampled traffic size.
If k < 1, we can use Chernoff bounds to show that, if
packets arriving at a rate of at least µ − δ are classified as
elephants and those arriving at a rate of at most µ − δ are
classified as mice, then the probability of misclassifying ele-
phants as mice (or vice versa) is less than e−2µδ
2
. 
6.2 Feasibility of a Hardware Implementation
Compared to conventional sampling techniques, FlexSam-
ple requires: (1) a significant amount of fast memory
(SRAM); and (2) the ability to compute packet hashes at
near-line speeds. We offer why both requirements are rea-
sonable, at least for today’s high-end routers.
SRAM limits. SRAM on routers can be on-chip or off-
chip. According to Varghese ([28, page 441]), on-chip
SRAM has latencies below 5ns, and is limited to about 64
megabits. Off-chip SRAM latencies around 10ms, but often
have higher capacities. In all our experiments, the maxi-
mum memory used by the CBFArray structure was less than
6 MB, i.e., less than 48 megabits, which is well within the
SRAM limits in 2004 when Varghese reported the trend.
In 2001, Sanchez et al. introduced a technique of stor-
ing large lookup data structures using limited fast mem-
ory (SRAM) for frequently accessed data and expansive
slow memory (DRAM) for storing data that is not currently
used [26]. Data is transferred to and from the DRAM in bulk,
but not often enough to cause a performance bottleneck. A
slight modification to the CBFArray structure allows it to
use this paradigm, guaranteeing constant SRAM usage for
any number of CBFs. Recall from Section 4.2 that only the
CBF with the longest history from the CBFArray is used for
lookups at any time, while the rest are merely “warmed”.
Thus, FlexSample could store only the CBF that is currently
being looked up in SRAM. Because the same insertions are
applied to all CBFs in the array in any one epoch, we merely
need some additional memory (less than the size of 1 CBF)
in SRAM to record the insertions that happened in the cur-
rent epoch; these can be applied all at once to the next CBF
in sequence when it is brought in to SRAM at the end of the
current epoch.
Hashing at line speeds. Bloom filters use multiple indepen-
dent hash functions to reduce chances of conflict. The exact
number of functions required to query or insert a key into a
Bloom filter is dependent on the size of the filter and the tar-
get error rate; in our case, for a size of 100,000 entries and
target error rate of 0.01, FlexSample requires 7 hash func-
tions.
Although our evaluation uses a software implementation
of the SHA-1 hash that is difficult to compute quickly
in hardware [27], in theory, any universal hash function
would suffice for the CBF. Recent research has shown that
hardware implementations of the linear congruential hash
(LCH) universal hash function have a throughput of over 10
Gbps [30].
7. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate FlexSample on multiple traffic
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traces to demonstrate its ability to recover communication
graph structure without incurring prohibitive flow size esti-
mation error.
7.1 Data
Packet traces from campus and ISP networks. Our pri-
mary dataset is a traffic capture from the ingress link of a
large campus network. The trace lasts for around 2.5 hours
on April 4, 2006 and comprises approximately 398 million
packets. We process the trace to extract the flow-key (i.e.,
a concatenation of the flow-specific 5-tuple) before sending
the output to FlexSample3. We repeated our experiments
on a traffic trace from a small ISP’s uplink on January 28,
2004; this trace contains approximately 8.8 million packets
over about 1 hour.
Packet traces with “ground truth” mouse flows. As de-
scribed in Section 2, botnet “command-and-control” (C&C)
communication is one example of a set of mouse flows for
which a network operator might like to observe general
structure. To examine FlexSample’s effectiveness for ex-
tracting traffic structure for this specific type of traffic, we
generated a traffic trace with known botnet C&C communi-
cation and measured the extent to which FlexSample could
extract this communication. Because we do not have botnet
C&C traces for the timeframe of our primary packet capture,
we devise the following strategy to intersperse botnet C&C
traffic within legitimate traffic. We extract the portion of bot-
net C&C traffic data between 7:30 a.m. and 10 a.m. EST on
November 22, 2005 (approximately 1.2 million packets)—
the same local time and day of the week as our primary traf-
fic trace—and merge it with our primary trace by adding an
appropriate constant offset to all timestamps in the botnet
trace. We also marked the injected packets to allow us to
later identify which packets belonged to the botnet trace.
7.2 Results
In this section, we show that FlexSample captures more
unique flows than naı̈ve sampling for only a modest increase
in flow size estimation error. We observe that, except in ex-
treme cases where the sampling budget is allocated either all
to elephants or all to mice (i.e., αm = 0 or 1), estimation
error is roughly equivalent to that of naı̈ve sampling.
Result 7.1 (Unique Flows Captured) When optimized to
capture mouse flows, FlexSample captures up to twice as
many unique flows than naı̈ve sampling does.
FlexSample aims to detect as many unique flows as possi-
ble to expose communication structure. Figure 6 shows the
number of unique flows obtained with FlexSample for vari-
ous settings of T and the target sampling fraction for mice,
αm (refer to Table 1 for notation). Also shown is the base-
line for naı̈ve random sampling (which does not depend on
αm). We set the sampling rate s for all experiments to 0.01.
3The last 9 bits of the source and destination IP addresses in the trace are ze-
roed to preserve user privacy, but we believe that considering the source and
destination port information minimizes the chances that our experiments
would consider multiple flows as a single flow.












































Figure 6: The number of unique flows captured by FlexSample for
different settings of αm and threshold T , along with the baseline per-
formance of naı̈ve sampling. The base sampling rate s was 1/100 in this
experiment.










































Figure 7: Number of unique Botnet C&C flows discovered with vari-
ous values of the threshold T , in comparison to those discovered with
naı̈ve sampling. The base sampling rate swas 1/100 in this experiment.
With αm = 1 and T = 1, FlexSample captures over 2
million unique flows, about 64% more than with naı̈ve sam-
pling. Even increasing T to 25 (at αm = 1) captures nearly
50% more flows than the naı̈ve sampling. Finally, even if
αm is low, a low value of T will still capture more unique
conversations than the baseline. Therefore, network opera-
tors willing to set apart even 20% of their sampling budget
for mice could capture almost 16% more unique flows than
the baseline, while incurring minimal additional estimation
error for larger flows.
We repeated our experiments on the second trace and ob-
served similar results: the number of flows captured with
FlexSample with αm = 0.9 and threshold T = 1 was 2.89
times that captured with naı̈ve sampling; the mean relative
estimation error for elephants was approximately equal to
that of naı̈ve sampling.
Result 7.2 (Botnet Flows Captured) On a trace with
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Figure 10: The mean of relative estimation error incurred over the
whole trace by flows in the size range of [10000, 10100] packets, for dif-
ferent settings of αm and threshold T . Note that the number of unique
flows captured increases as αm increases.
known botnet traffic, FlexSample exposed more than eight
times as many botnet flows as naı̈ve sampling.
To investigate whether FlexSample captures knownmouse
flows for a specific type of application, we repeated these ex-
periments with botnet traffic “mixed in” (Section 7.1). The
botnet trace alone contains about 1.2 million packets belong-
ing to 361,129 unique flows. Figure 7 plots the results of the
experiment for this trace. Even low values of αm expose
more unique flows than naı̈ve random sampling; a setting of
T = 1 and αm = 1 exposes more than eight times as many
flows (95,656) as naı̈ve sampling—almost one-fourth of all
unique botnet flows.
Result 7.3 (Estimation Error) FlexSample captures sig-
nificantly more unique flows than naı̈ve sampling without
affecting flow size estimation error for large flows.
Identifying mouse flows is an added feature of a sampling
technique, so any scheme that captures more unique flows
than naı̈ve sampling must minimize flow size estimation er-
ror. Figure 10 plots the mean value of the relative estima-
tion error incurred over the whole trace by a certain set of
flows that have a flow size between [10000, 10100] pack-
ets, for different settings of αm and T . The estimation error
of flows in that size range does not degrade significantly for
most values of αm 6= 0 or 1; this characteristic implies that
αm can be increased within limits to capture significantly
more unique flows, without incurring any additional relative
error. For example, a setting of T = 5 yields an additional 45
million flows—50% more than naı̈ve sampling—with negli-
gible increase in estimation error. Similar trends occur for
other elephant flow size ranges.
Figure 8 explains why high αm settings result in large es-
timation error.4 When a higher fraction of the sampling bud-
get is allocated to mouse flows for small T , the instantaneous
4As explained in Section 5, the boundary values for αm are not suitable
choices in the light of estimation error.






































Figure 11: Effect of sampling rate on the number of unique flows cap-
tured with naı̈ve sampling and FlexSample.
sampling probability for the mouse bin increases. The low
threshold causes even very small flows to be sampled, po-
tentially even multiple times. In such cases, the calculated
estimate could be greater than the actual flow size even by
a few orders of magnitude. The spikes in Figure 8 (a) for
small and medium size flows are due to overestimation; this
figure also shows that the additional error relative to naı̈ve
sampling is negligible for all flow sizes greater than 103.
The relative estimation error incurred in the total volume
with FlexSample was no worse than naı̈ve sampling. Addi-
tionally, FlexSample yields acceptable error values for all
parameter settings, except for boundary cases of αm =
0 or 1. However, the large variation in the estimate of indi-
vidual flows (as observed from Figure 8) causes the estimate
of the total volume to be unreliable. Thus, network opera-
tors often use SNMP counters for these kind of aggregated
traffic information. An easier way to determine the estimate
of the total volume with FlexSample would be to determine
the total number of samples generated and dividing it by the
base sampling rate, s. FlexSample also satisfies the overall
sampling constraint: the number of samples that FlexSam-
ple captures is approximately the total number of packets
times the sampling rate s.
Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution of the abso-
lute relative estimation error incurred per flow for FlexSam-
ple versus naı̈ve sampling. The relative estimation error for
the two sampling techniques are quite similar for almost
90% of the flows. Allocating 90% of the sampling budget
to capture mouse flows causes the estimate to be skewed in
the remaining 10% of the flows. Furthermore, FlexSam-
ple incurs large relative estimation error for mouse flows
in comparison to naı̈ve sampling. This error arises because
FlexSample captures a higher proportion of mouse flows and
incurs a large over-estimation error, while naı̈ve sampling
fails to discover many of the mouse flows.
Result 7.4 (Effect of Sampling Rate) The difference in the
number of flows captured with FlexSample is greatest at a






















































































Figure 8: Comparison of the distribution of flow size estimates for FlexSample and naı̈ve sam-
pling. “Flow rank” refers to the rank in the reverse-sorted list of flow sizes.



























Figure 9: Cumulative distribution of the rel-
ative estimation error incurred by individual
flows with FlexSample and naı̈ve sampling.
For the majority of our experiments, we chose a sampling
rate of 0.01; many large networks (e.g., Abilene, the US re-
search and educational network), use this rate. Figure 11
compares the effect of sampling rate on FlexSample’s ability
to capture unique flows. FlexSample captures more unique
flows than naı̈ve sampling, irrespective of the overall sam-
pling rate s. Further, the difference in number of unique
flows captured by FlexSample and by naı̈ve sampling is
greater between high (e.g., about 0.7) to medium (e.g., 0.01)
sampling rates. As the sampling rate approaches 1, mouse
packets have a high probability of being sampled even with
naı̈ve sampling; thus, the advantage of the FlexSample tech-
nique becomes less apparent. At low sampling rates (0.001
and below), a large value for αm does not yield significantly
more unique flows than naı̈ve sampling because the instanta-
neous sampling probability γm is proportional to s (which is
very small), so the other parameters (fm and αm) have no ef-
fect (see Appendix A). Since the most commonly used sam-
pling rates range between 0.1 to 0.001, FlexSample, with ap-
propriate settings, can capture significantly more flows than
naı̈ve sampling.
8. Extending FlexSample: Multiple Classes
We have extended FlexSample to support more than two
classes with almost no additional overhead. The only re-
quired modification is that the instantaneous traffic fractions,
fi, and instantaneous sampling probabilities, γi, must now
be maintained for more than two classes. The CBFArray is
independent of the number of sampling bins. In this sec-
tion, we explain how “multi-bin” FlexSample can be used
both to focus sampling on sub-populations within the traffic
distribution (Section 8.1) and to capture more unique flows
for a specific application by allocating sampling budgets to
Algorithm # unique flows Mean rel.
est. error
3-bin FlexSample (α1 = 0.75, T1 = 1 1.87×106 0.1717
α2 = 0.1, T2 = 50)
2-bin FlexSample (αm = 0.9, T = 1) 2.016×106 0.241
Naı̈ve sampling 1.257×106 0.06819
Table 2: Unique flows and mean relative estimation error of flows with
size in the range [10000, 10100], obtained for 3-bin FlexSample.
the most common flow-size ranges for that application (Sec-
tion 8.2).
8.1 Focusing on Sub-Populations
Operators can configure FlexSample with multiple thresh-
olds to concentrate their sampling budget only on very
small or very large flows, ignoring the medium-sized flows.
More generally, an operator can set low sampling alloca-
tions to classes which are deemed to be uninteresting, fo-
cusing instead on sub-populations of interest (e.g., recover-
ing communication structure from mouse sub-populations)
to achieve better tradeoffs between recovering communica-
tion structure and minimizing flow size estimation error.
For certain parameter settings, multi-bin FlexSample cap-
tures more unique flows than naı̈ve sampling and maintains
a lower overall error rate than the two-bin configuration: a
desirable middleground. We configured a 3-bin FlexSam-
ple experiment, with 75% of the sampling budget (α1) al-
located to flows that have a size of 1 packet in each epoch
and 15% of the budget allocated (α3) to flows with size over
50 packets in each epoch. We then compared the number of
unique flows captured, as well as the relative estimation error
for flows in the size range [10000, 10100] against the 2-bin
configuration from Section 7. Table 2 shows the results of
this analysis. This 3-bin configuration provides better flow
size estimates for elephant flows than the 2-bin configuration
(a relative error of 0.1717, compared with 0.241 in the 2-bin
case), without losing the improvement in number of unique
flows captured.
8.2 Application-Specific Communication
An operator may wish to recover the communication
structure for a particular flow or application, which would
necessarily require maximizing the number of unique flows
of a particular protocol or application. Multi-bin FlexSam-
ple can help an operator recover structure for a specific type
of application traffic, presuming that the operator knows the
flow size range or ranges where the traffic of interest com-
monly falls. For example, Figure 12 shows the flow-size
distributions for traffic to and from three common ports—



































Figure 12: Flow size distributions of three common ports correspond-
ing to DNS (port 53), HTTP (port 80), and SSH (port 22).
Algorithm All flows HTTP flows
3-bin FlexSample (α1 = 0.2, T1 = 1 1.864×106 1.014×106
α2 = 0.7, T2 = 10)
2-bin FlexSample (αm = 0.9, T = 1) 2.016×106 0.922×106
Naı̈ve sampling 1.257×106 0.622×106
Table 3: Unique HTTP flows inferred with 3-bin FlexSample.
DNS, HTTP, and SSH respectively). An operator could set
thresholds Ti and sampling proportions αi to focus precisely
on ranges where traffic for a particular application was most
concentrated.
In our traffic trace, about 80% of HTTP flows have flow
sizes between 1 and 10. Based on this observation, we con-
figured a 3-bin FlexSample setup where flows of size 1 were
allocated a budget of 20% (T1 = 1, α1 = 0.2) and flows
with size between (0, 10] packets in each epoch received a
modest budget of 70% (T2 = 10, α2 = 0.7).
Table 3 compares the number of unique flows captured by
3-bin FlexSample against 2-bin FlexSample and naı̈ve sam-
pling. Focusing on the flow size range where HTTP traffic is
highly concentrated helps capture more unique HTTP flows,
thus providing a more effective recovery of communication
structure for HTTP traffic. Specifically, we captured 9.95%
more unique HTTP flows. Refining multi-bin FlexSample to
more effectively focus on application-specific communica-
tion structure is an area for future work.
9. Conclusion
This paper has presented FlexSample, a flexible frame-
work for traffic monitoring that allows a network operator to
skew sampling rates towards a particular range of the traffic
distribution. FlexSample is based on a simple premise: An
approximate, lightweight counter provides hints about inter-
esting packets to a resource-constrained sampling process
that can capture more detailed statistics, yet cannot afford
to look at every packet. In this paper, we use FlexSample to
study an important, yet understudied problem: recovering
traffic structure (i.e., “Who’s talking to whom?”). Previous
work has demonstrated the utility of recovering traffic struc-
ture [17], but this task requires capturing significantly more
unique flows than is possible with naı̈ve sampling techniques
(e.g., [16, 23]), which capture a disproportionate number of
packets from flows with large traffic volumes. Most previ-
ous work has focused on modifications to traffic sampling
algorithms that accurately track flow sizes for “heavy hit-
ter” flows (e.g., for accounting or traffic engineering pur-
poses). In contrast, appropriate settings of FlexSample can
capture significantly more unique “mouse” flows while in-
curring negligible error for estimates of traffic flow sizes.
By (1) sampling flows of different sizes at different rates
and (2) using a lightweight counter to provide hints to the
sampling process about the size of the flow to which the
packet belongs, FlexSample can capture at least 50% more
unique flows than naı̈ve random sampling at the same sam-
pling rate for a negligible increase in relative estimation er-
ror on traffic flow sizes. FlexSample takes as input the frac-
tion of packets that should be captured for each class (i.e.,
size range) of traffic flows and threshold values to demarcate
each size range; it then computes the instantaneous sampling
probabilities for each traffic class on the fly to achieve the
appropriate post facto ratios of sampled traffic. Our ana-
lytical and empirical evaluation demonstrates that FlexSam-
ple is capable of recovering significantly more unique flows
than naı̈ve traffic sampling; further, our experiments indi-
cate that FlexSample might be used to recover specific traffic
structures of interest, such as botnet “command and control”
traffic patterns. Finally, we have demonstrated with empir-
ical evaluation that FlexSample can be extended to support
differentiated sampling rates over more than two traffic flow
size ranges.
The design of FlexSample can offer more general lessons
for traffic monitoring on high-speed links. Specifically,
FlexSample has demonstrated that, in practice, using a small,
lightweight classifier can significantly provide hints to a
monitoring process that can examine traffic in closer detail,
yet has tighter resource constraints. We believe that this gen-
eral approach can be used to perform fine-grained monitor-
ing of traffic subsets of high-speed links.
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Appendix
A. Deriving Instantaneous Sampling Rates
FlexSample classifies packets into different sampling bins
and then applies instantaneous sampling rates to each class
of flow (i.e., in the two-bin case, “mouse” and “elephant”),
according to two parameters that the operator sets: the post
facto proportion of mouse packets, αm, and a threshold
value T which separates mice from elephants. Given these
values, FlexSample must calculate the instantaneous rate at
which to sample a mouse or elephant flow (γm and γe, re-
spectively). The instantaneous sampling rates are subject to
two constraints:
• Budget constraint: The total number of sampled pack-
ets must be equal to that sampled by naı̈ve sampling at
a rate of s. If FlexSample samples ni(r) packets from
























where M is the total number of epochs in the trace.
• Distribution constraint: The instantaneous sampling
rate must be tuned such that each bin contributes the
right proportion of packets to the overall post facto frac-
tion of packets in each bin. If totm and tote represent
the number of packets belonging to all mouse flows and
elephant flows, respectively, then we must ensure that:
Total sampled = totm · γm + tote · γe
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totm · γm + tote · γe
The above equations yield:
αm =
totm · γm
s · (Total original)
=⇒ γm =








where fm and fe represent, respectively, the fraction of
mouse packets and elephant packets in the trace.
Because it is impractical to predict the future values of
fm and fe, FlexSample relies on historical information to
estimate these values using EWMA.
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